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The period before World War I was a great
time in Great Britain for spy stories. In the last
years before the war, German spies seemed to be
everywhere and were a standard topic in the col‐
umns of the Daily Mail, the Daily Express and
similar newspapers. Even the greatest detective of
all times himself came out of retirement to stop
the Germans. In "His Last Bow," a short story pub‐
lished in 1917, Arthur Canon Doyle described how
Sherlock Holmes broke up a vast and very effi‐
cient German spy ring just as the war was begin‐
ning.

War--is based on extensive research in German
and British archives.
Boghardt begins with a description of the de‐
velopment of German naval spying in Great
Britain before World War I. He concentrates on
naval intelligence because this was what the Ger‐
mans were mostly interested in and because army
intelligence has already been well documented.
German spying in Great Britain before 1914 was
not nearly as dangerous as many British at the
time thought; the German navy's intelligence or‐
ganization was relatively small and poorly fund‐

How true, how real was the threat? How

ed. In addition, German spies were largely looking

good, how sophisticated were the German spies?

at the wrong things--they were mostly interested

And how successful were the British in dealing

in technical information about the British navy

with this threat? These are the questions Thomas

and did not pay much attention to the British Ex‐

Boghardt attempts to answer in his fine account

peditionary Forces. Even within this framework,

of German spying in Great Britain in World War I.

German spying in Great Britain produced few tan‐

Boghardt is the right man for such a task. An his‐

gible results. For example, Germany was sur‐

torian at the International Spy Museum in Wash‐

prised by the most important technical develop‐

ington, D.C., his work--the first scholarly account

ment during these years, the Royal Navy's launch‐

of the activities of the German naval intelligence

ing of the dreadnought battleship class.

agency ("N") before and during the First World

The absence of spies did not stop the British
from perceiving spies. In the 1890s, authors such
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as William Tufnell Le Queux and Erskine Childers

stop the fever; indeed, they used it to pass the De‐

profited from the growing unease with Germany

fense of the Realm Act at the beginning of August

by publishing scare stories in which Germany re‐

1914, curbing Britain's liberal traditions.

placed the traditional enemy, France. Their books

Legend has it that MI5 defeated a German spy

were not only bestsellers, but in a cycle that

ring at the beginning of the war. Boghardt shows

seems quite common in the history of intelligence,

they did nothing of the sort. Through a careful,

the books themselves contributed to a certain per‐

detailed analysis of the individual cases, Boghardt

ception of Germany. As Boghardt notes, it was in

is able to document that out of 21 spies reported

response to this spy scare and in response to pop‐

arrested on the first day of the war (August 4,

ular pressure that the British government set up

1914), only 9 were actually spies. Moreover, the

the Secret Service Bureau, the precursor to MI5.

"spies" the British police rounded up in August

The early years of British counter-espionage were

1914 were the usual suspects, not a dangerous

not crowned by success. Although Le Queux pro‐

"ring." To prove this claim, Boghardt shows

duced miraculous amounts of information on Ger‐

through an examination of the files in the German

man spying, the Secret Service Bureau "possessed

archives that the arrests in no way disrupted Ger‐

virtually no valid information on any de facto for‐

man spying activities, such as they were.

eign espionage" (p. 39). During its first two years

Boghardt describes German spying during the

of existence, the Secret Service Bureau was un‐

war by analyzing a few exemplary cases in detail.

able to apprehend or even detect a single German

Here one sees the sort of stuff of which spying is

spy. In later years (in the years just before the

made. For example, Boghardt notes that German

war), the Bureau finally did find a few genuine

spies passed on to Germany the canard that Rus‐

spies, but as Boghardt shows on the basis of a

sian troops had landed in Great Britain in late

careful analysis of court records and documents

1914 on their way to the western front. Another

in German archives, these spies were small fish:

agent reported on the effects of submarine war‐

"a sober analysis of the information provided by

fare by noting that "a stroll through London stores

the handful of genuine German spies arrested

would not be pleasant for a German ... there is a

should have informed the British government

lot of food" (p. 139). This is not to say that it was

that Berlin was primarily interested in technical

the British who kept the Germans from great in‐

naval intelligence and that the German pre-war

telligence. During the war, MI5 arrested 31 bona

espionage apparatus was not very extensive" (p.

fide enemy agents. Based on all the available

80). But it was not the spying itself, but "rather the

records, at least 120 German agents operated in

unquestioned assumption of a vast, hostile, clan‐

Britain from 1914 till 1918. Although not a bad

destine organization" (p. 73) which led to the ex‐

record, this is not an especially great accomplish‐

pansion of the Secret Service Bureau.

ment.

The outbreak of the war was accompanied by

But of what value could spying have been in

an outburst of British paranoia over German espi‐

Great Britain in World War I? The German Navy

onage. As in the other nations where this spy

was holed up in its harbor and the British effec‐

fever took place (pretty much everywhere), the

tively blockaded the German coasts. In this situa‐

police had to investigate hundreds--even thou‐
sands--of

denunciations.

These

tion, the information that would perhaps have

investigations

been of most use--which ships were sailing when--

failed to produce any genuine spies. The spy fever

was almost impossible to transmit to Germany

then turned into an attack on enemy aliens, with

and then back to the submarines in "real time."

calls in the Daily Mirror and John Bull for all Ger‐
mans to be interred. The authorities did little to
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Boghardt closes his book with the recognition
that "the history of German espionage in Great
Britain reveals a curious double failure: the inca‐
pacity of 'N' to make a significant contribution to
the German war effort and the inability of British
counter-espionage to produce a realistic assess‐
ment of German espionage" (p. 143). What is per‐
haps heartening, given recent American experi‐
ences, is that the officials prosecuting the war in
Germany and in Great Britain do not seem to have
placed too much importance on intelligence. It
was the British public which developed a "fever."
Although Boghardt does not address these impli‐
cations directly, many lessons for the present can
be learned from this superb study.
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